The panel formwork with the BFD coupler system:

- Max. force: 11.3 kN, adapted to the system.
- If necessary, distance from top of formwork must be x.
- Actual prop load at maximum spacing:
  - Weight from rear face of formwork: 34.70 kg
  - Weight from top of formwork: 58.20 kg

Tips for trouble-free progress:
- Spray formwork on all sides with PERI BIO Clean before every use.
- Spray back of formwork with water immediately after concreting to reduce the cleaning work.
- Always start at a corner or difficult area.
- Pay attention to the uplift force. See corners.
- Only use the required number of ties. Unused tie holes must be sealed with plug as GIGA, Art.-nr. 022520.
- More information can be found in the TRIO Assembly Instructions.